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About This Game

Feeling stressed? Treat yourself to this therapeutic VR refuge from the real world with procedurally generated realms of gentle
sounds, sweet-tasting colors, and breathtaki 5d3b920ae0
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a lullaby of colors vr

Awesome game! Really relaxing.. Interesting concept. You are basically hovering over a lot of different coloured nodules that
move randomly up or down. If you don't like how they move you can go to the next universe. Nodules sometime move as a
wave, or in groups or by them selves. The colours are rainbow coloured. The whole thing is a simplistic style. Kinda pleasing,
hey I spent 15 minutes in there before getting bored. The music changes for each universe. Most of the music is uninspiring. I
have read some of the other comments and agree some more variety of objects, and maybe the nodules moving to the music
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would be fun.. Needs the following: Smooth turning option Option to sync to external audio More variety than just the current
randomly generated environments - suggestions have a green hill environment with blue sky, pink clouds, purple river etc At the
moment it gets boring and very same-ish after 30 seconds Even just a bit more depth and I would happily recommend but at the
moment every experience is far too similar to get more than 5-10 mins enjoyment out of it. Wonderful little VR experience .
Bright vibrant moving colours together with 'musical chime' tones really add a relaxing feeling to the whole thing. Definitely
worth the purchase price, especially if you like things with a quirky edge.. Wonderful little VR experience . Bright vibrant
moving colours together with 'musical chime' tones really add a relaxing feeling to the whole thing. Definitely worth the
purchase price, especially if you like things with a quirky edge.. Awesome game! Really relaxing.. Needs the following: Smooth
turning option Option to sync to external audio More variety than just the current randomly generated environments -
suggestions have a green hill environment with blue sky, pink clouds, purple river etc At the moment it gets boring and very
same-ish after 30 seconds Even just a bit more depth and I would happily recommend but at the moment every experience is far
too similar to get more than 5-10 mins enjoyment out of it. Interesting concept. You are basically hovering over a lot of
different coloured nodules that move randomly up or down. If you don't like how they move you can go to the next universe.
Nodules sometime move as a wave, or in groups or by them selves. The colours are rainbow coloured. The whole thing is a
simplistic style. Kinda pleasing, hey I spent 15 minutes in there before getting bored. The music changes for each universe.
Most of the music is uninspiring. I have read some of the other comments and agree some more variety of objects, and maybe
the nodules moving to the music would be fun.
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